7 STEPS IN 7 MINUTES
FOR YOUR FIRST
ACCESS REVIEW FOR
ANY RESOURCE

CONGRATULATIONS ON SETTING UP YOUR TRIAL!
Hello, and welcome to YouAttest!
In this document, we will walk through the basics of running your first access review. The first
access review should in total take around only 5 to 15 minutes of your time.
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Step 1:
If you'd like to watch a video and follow along with the steps below, just click here.
From the navigation bar on the left side of the page, select CSV Audits > Create CSV
Audit.

Step 2:
Name your Campaign (provide something that will help you identify this attestation.
You May enter anything that you would like)
Select a due date
Choose a File (make sure it's a CSV) click Next.
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Step 3:
After clicking next, you will be prompted to a page where you will map your data
From here, select the field that best fits the YouAttest pre-defined field headers.
If you have fields that do not match our headers, scroll to the bottom and enter a
custom field.
Once finished click Create the Audit.

Step 4:
From here you will be brought out to the main page, where you will need to refresh the
page to see your latest campaign.
Once you've found your campaign, click the name to begin attesting.
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Step 5:
After clicking the campaign name, you will be prompted to a new screen where you
can either certify, revoke, or delegate out the attestation of users in the campaign.
If there are multiple user roles per one user, click details to certify or revoke roles
one by one.
To execute any of the above actions simply follow these steps:
For Multiple Users at Once:
Select the users by checking the boxes at left most point of each row. The
box, when clicked will display a checkmark
Select any one of the three options: Delegate, Certify, or Revoke
Note: If one user has multiple roles within an application, selecting

certify or revoke will perform that action for ALL roles within the
application. To attest to roles one by one within a user, click details.
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Step 6:
Now that you have executed your campaign, you have the ability to view a full report of
what actions took place. To view these reports, click Download Report dropdown and
select either Copy, CSV, Excel, PDF, or Print:
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Step 7:
If you'd like to watch a video and follow along with the steps below, just click here.

State-in-Time can be used for the following:
See who has been removed from an application in any period of time
See who has been added to an application in any period of time
See how access has changed
To run a state-in-time audit you will need two .CSVs:
The Original (earlier date)
The Comparison (later date)
First:
Upload the Original .CSV following steps 1-3 previously outlined
Our example has this listed as "June Salesforce Access"
Make sure you title it something that will be easy to identify as we will need it
for later steps
Second:
Upload the comparison .CSV but DO NOT click "Create the Audit" yet
Instead, check the box for Run a Comparison Campaign then click Create the
Audit

Step 1

Step 2
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Then you will have the option to select the source of comparison, In our example, we
want to click the dropdown box and select the Original "June Salesforce Access"

Next, you will have the option to see changes in User Status:
If users have been added
If users have been deleted/removed
Or changes in Roles:
If user roles have been added
If user roles have been deleted/removed
Select the options you want by checking the boxes and click Create Campaign to
Review Changes

In our example, we just selected to see if users were added or deleted/removed
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In the example above, the "June Salesforce Access" is the original data we are
comparing to
The "July Salesforce Access" is the comparison, the new information we are looking
for changes in
Clicking into the "July Salesforce Access" will not show you the information in the
.CSV uploaded for the July Salesforce Access. However, it will show you the changes
you wish to capture as specified in the previous set.
Below in our example, you can see user 3 and user 4 have been removed while
user 8 and user 9 have been added

From here, steps 4-6 are identical to the standard application .CSV access review
outlined earlier in this document.

